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intermediary to waive a CEOB to protect the
privacy of a CHAMPUS beneficiary.

(4) Benefit under $1. If the CHAMPUS
benefit is determined to be under $1,
payment is waived.
(i) Extension of the Active Duty Dependents Dental Plan to areas outside the
United States. The Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Health Affairs) (ASD(HA)
may, under the authority of 10 U.S.C.
1076a(h), extend the Active Duty Dependents Dental Plan to areas other
than those areas specified in paragraph
(a)(2)(i) of this section for the eligible
beneficiaries of members of the Uniformed Services. In extending the program outside the Continental United
States, the ASD(HA), or designee, is
authorized to establish program elements, methods of administration and
payment rates and procedures to providers that are different from those in
effect under this section in the Continental United States to the extent the
ASD(HA), or designee, determines necessary for the effective and efficient
operation of the plan outside the Continental United States. This includes
provisions for preauthorization of care
if the needed services are not available
in a Uniformed Service overseas dental
treatment facility and payment by the
Department of certain cost-shares and
other portions of a provider’s billed
charges. Other differences may occur
based on limitations in the availability
and capabilities of the Uniformed Services overseas dental treatment facility
and a particular nation’s civilian sector providers in certain areas. Otherwise, rules pertaining to services covered under the plan and quality of care
standards for providers shall be comparable to those in effect under this
section in the Continental United
States and available military guidelines. In addition, all provisions of 10
U.S.C. 1076a shall remain in effect.
(j) General assignment of benefits not
recognized. CHAMPUS does not recognize any general assignment of
CHAMPUS benefits to another person.
All CHAMPUS benefits are payable as
described in this and other Sections of
this part.
[51 FR 24008, July 1, 1986]
EDITORIAL NOTE: For FEDERAL REGISTER citations affecting § 199.7, see the List of CFR

Sections Affected, which appears in the
Finding Aids section of the printed volume
and at www.fdsys.gov.

§ 199.8

Double coverage.

(a) Introduction. (1) In enacting
TRICARE legislation, Congress clearly
has intended that TRICARE be the secondary payer to all health benefit, insurance and third-party payer plans. 10
U.S.C. 1079(j)(1) specifically provides
that a benefit may not be paid under a
plan (CHAMPUS) covered by this section in the case of a person enrolled in,
or covered by, any other insurance,
medical service, or health plan, including any plan offered by a third-party
payer (as defined in 10 U.S.C. 1095(h)(1))
to the extent that the benefit is also a
benefit under the other plan, except in
the case of a plan administered under
title XIX of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1396 et seq.).
(2) The provision in paragraph (a)(1)
of this section is made applicable specifically to retired members, dependents, and survivors by 10 U.S.C. 1086(g).
The underlying intent, in addition to
preventing waste of Federal resources,
is to ensure that TRICARE beneficiaries receive maximum benefits
while ensuring that the combined payments of TRICARE and other health
and insurance plans do not exceed the
total charges.
(b) Double coverage plan. A double
coverage plan is one of the following:
(1) Insurance plan. An insurance plan
is any plan or program that is designed
to provide compensation or coverage
for expenses incurred by a beneficiary
for medical services and supplies. It includes plans or programs for which the
beneficiary pays a premium to an
issuing agent as well as those plans or
programs to which the beneficiary is
entitled as a result of employment or
membership in, or association with, an
organization or group.
(2) Medical service or health plan. A
medical service or health plan is any
plan or program of an organized health
care group, corporation, or other entity for the provision of health care to
an individual from plan providers, both
professional and institutional. It includes plans or programs for which the
beneficiary pays a premium to an
issuing agent as well as those plans or
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programs to which the beneficiary is
entitled as a result of employment or
membership in, or association with, an
organization or group.
(3) Third-party payer. A third-party
payer means an entity that provides an
insurance, medical service, or health
plan by contract or agreement, including an automobile liability insurance
or no-fault insurance carrier and a
workers’ compensation program or
plan, and any other plan or program
(e.g., homeowners insurance, etc.) that
is designed to provide compensation or
coverage for expenses incurred by a
beneficiary for medical services or supplies. For purposes of the definition of
‘‘third-party payer,’’ an insurance, medical service or health plan includes a
preferred provider organization, an insurance plan described as Medicare
supplemental insurance, and a personal
injury protection plan or medical payments benefit plan for personal injuries
resulting from the operation of a motor
vehicle.
(4) Exceptions. Double coverage plans
do not include:
(i) Plans administered under title
XIX of the Social Security Act (Medicaid);
(ii) Coverage specifically designed to
supplement CHAMPUS benefits (a
health insurance policy or other health
benefit plan that meets the definition
and criteria under supplemental insurance plan as set forth in § 199.2(b));
(iii) Entitlement to receive care from
Uniformed Services medical care facilities;
(iv) Certain Federal Government programs, as prescribed by the Director,
OCHAMPUS, that are designed to provide benefits to a distinct beneficiary
population and for which entitlement
does not derive from either premium
payment of monetary contribution (for
example, the Indian Health Service); or
(v) State Victims of Crime Compensation Programs.
(c) Application of double coverage provisions. CHAMPUS claims submitted
for otherwise covered services or supplies and which involve double coverage shall be adjudicated as follows:
(1) TRICARE last pay. For any claim
that involves a double coverage plan as
defined in paragraph (b) of this section,
TRICARE shall be last pay except as

may be authorized by the Director,
TRICARE Management Activity, or a
designee, pursuant to paragraph (c)(2)
of this section. That is, TRICARE benefits may not be extended until all
other double coverage plans have adjudicated the claim.
(2) TRICARE advance payment. The
Director, TRICARE Management Activity, or a designee, may authorize
payment of a claim in advance of adjudication of the claim by a double coverage plan and recover, under § 199.12,
the TRICARE costs of health care incurred on behalf of the covered beneficiary under the following conditions:
(i) The claim is submitted for health
care services furnished to a covered
beneficiary; and,
(ii) The claim is identified as involving services for which a third-party
payer, other than a primary medical
insurer, may be liable.
(3) Primary medical insurer. For purposes of paragraph (c)(2) of this section,
a ‘‘primary medical insurer’’ is an insurance plan, medical service or health
plan, or a third-party payer under this
section, the primary or sole purpose of
which is to provide or pay for health
care services, supplies, or equipment.
The term ‘‘primary medical insurer’’
does not include automobile liability
insurance, no-fault insurance, workers’
compensation program or plan, homeowners insurance, or any other similar
third-party payer as may be designated
by the Director, TRICARE Management Activity, or a designee, in any
policy guidance or instructions issued
in implementation of this Part.
(4) Waiver of benefits. A CHAMPUS
beneficiary may not elect to waive benefits under a double coverage plan and
use CHAMPUS. Whenever double coverage exists, the provisions of this Section shall be applied.
(5) Lack of payment by double coverage
plan. Amounts that have been denied
by a double coverage plan simply because a claim was not filed timely or
because the beneficiary failed to meet
some other requirement of coverage
cannot be paid. If a statement from the
double coverage plan as to how much
that plan would have paid had the
claim met the plan’s requirements is
provided to the CHAMPUS contractor,
the claim can be processed as if the
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double coverage plan actually paid the
amount shown on the statement. If no
such statement is received, no payment
from CHAMPUS is authorized.
(6) Lack of payment by double coverage
plan. Amounts that have been denied
by a double coverage plan simply because a claim was not filed timely or
because the beneficiary failed to meet
some other requirement of coverage
cannot be paid. If a statement from the
double coverage plan as to how much
that plan would have paid had the
claim met the plan’s requirements is
provided to the CHAMPUS contractor,
the claim can be processed as if the
double coverage plan actually paid the
amount shown on the statement. If no
such statement is received, no payment
from CHAMPUS is authorized.
(d)
Special
considerations—(1)
CHAMPUS and Medicare—(i) General
rule. In any case in which a beneficiary
eligible
for
both
Medicare
and
CHAMPUS receives medical or dental
care for which payment may be made
under Medicare and CHAMPUS, Medicare is always the primary payer. For
dependents of active duty members,
payment will be determined in accordance to paragraph (c) of this section.
For all other beneficiaries eligible for
Medicare, the amount payable by
CHAMPUS shall be the amount of the
actual out-of-pocket costs incurred by
the beneficiary for that care over the
sum of the amount paid for that care
under Medicare and the total of all
amounts paid or payable by third party
payers other than Medicare.
(ii)
Payment
limit.
The
total
CHAMPUS amount payable for care
under paragraph (d)(1)(i) of this section
may not exceed the total amount that
would be paid under CHAMPUS if payment for that care was made solely
under CHAMPUS.
(iii) Application of general rule. In applying the general rule under paragraph (d)(1)(i) of this section, the first
determination will be whether payment may be made under Medicare.
For this purpose, Medicare exclusions,
conditions, and limitations will be
based for the determination.
(A) For items or services or portions
or segments of items or services for
which payment may be made under
Medicare, the CHAMPUS payment will

be the amount of the beneficiary’s actual out of pocket liability, minus the
amount payable by Medicare, also
minus amount payable by other third
party payers, subject to the limit
under paragraph (d)(1)(ii) of this section.
(B) For items or services or segments
of items or services for which no payment may be made under Medicare, the
CHAMPUS payment will be the same
as it would be for a CHAMPUS eligible
retiree, dependent, or survivor beneficiary who is not Medicare eligible.
(C) For Medicare beneficiaries who
enroll in Medicare Part D, the Part D
plan is primary and TRICARE is secondary payer. TRICARE will pay the
beneficiary’s out-of-pocket costs for
Medicare and TRICARE covered medications, including the initial deductible and Medicare Part D cost-sharing
amounts up to the initial coverage
limit of the Medicare Part D plan. The
Medicare Part D plan, although the
primary plan, pays nothing during any
coverage gap period. When the beneficiary becomes responsible for 100 percent of the drug costs under a Part D
coverage gap period, the beneficiary
may use the TRICARE pharmacy benefit as the secondary payer. TRICARE
will cost share during the coverage gap
to the same extent as it does under
Section 199.21 for beneficiaries not enrolled in Medicare Part D plan. The
beneficiary is responsible for the applicable TRICARE pharmacy cost-sharing
amounts (and deductible if using a retail non-network pharmacy). Part D
plan sponsors may offer a defined
standard benefit, or an actuarially
equivalent standard benefit. Part D
plan sponsors may also offer alternative prescription drug coverage,
which may consist of basic alternative
coverage or enhanced alternative coverage. Therefore depending on the Part
D plan that a beneficiary chooses,
monthly premiums, coinsurances, copays, deductibles and benefit design
may vary from plan to plan. TRICARE
payment of the beneficiary’s initial deductible, if any, along with payment of
any beneficiary cost share count towards total spending on drugs, and may
have the effect of moving the beneficiary more quickly through the initial phase of coverage to the coverage
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gap. Irrespective of the phase of the
benefit in which a beneficiary may be,
if a beneficiary is accessing a pharmacy under contract with his or her
Part D plan, the provider will bill the
Part D plan first, then TRICARE. If the
beneficiary chooses to use his or her
TRICARE pharmacy benefit during a
coverage gap under Part D, the beneficiary may do so, but the beneficiary
is responsible for the TRICARE costshares.
(iv) Examples of applications of general
rule. The following examples are illustrative. They are not all-inclusive.
(A) In the case of a Medicare-eligible
beneficiary receiving typical physician
office visit services, Medicare payment
generally will be made. CHAMPUS payment will be determined consistent
with paragraph (d)(1)(iii)(A) of this section.
(B) In the case of a Medicare-eligible
beneficiary residing and receiving medical care overseas, Medicare payment
generally may not be made. CHAMPUS
payment will be determined consistent
with paragraph (d)(1)(iii)(B) of this section.
(C) In the case of a Medicare-eligible
beneficiary receiving skilled nursing
facility services a portion of which is
payable by Medicare (such as during
the first 100 days) and a portion of
which is not payable by Medicare (such
as after 100 days), CHAMPUS payment
for the first portion will be determined
consistent with paragraph (d)(1)(iii)(A)
of this section and for the second portion
consistent
with
paragraph
(d)(1)(iii)(B) of this section.
(v) Application of catastrophic cap.
Only in cases in which CHAMPUS payment is determined consistent with
paragraph (d)(1)(iii)(B) of this section,
actual beneficiary out of pocket liability remaining after CHAMPUS payments will be counted for purposes of
the annual catastrophic loss protection, set forth under Sec. 199.4(f)(10).
When a family has met the cap,
CHAMPUS will pay allowable amounts
for remaining covered services through
the end of that fiscal year.
(vi) Effect on enrollment in Medicare
Advantage Prescription Drug (MA–PD)
plan. In the case of a beneficiary enrolled in a MA–PD plan who receives
items or services for which payment

may be made under both the MA–PD
plan and CHAMPUS/TRICARE, a claim
for the beneficiary’s normal out-ofpocket costs under the MA–PD plan
may be submitted for CHAMPUS/
TRICARE payment. However, consistent with paragraph (c)(4) of this
section, out-of-pocket costs do not include costs associated with unauthorized out-of-system care or care otherwise obtained under circumstances
that result in a denial or limitation of
coverage for care that would have been
covered or fully covered had the beneficiary met applicable requirements
and procedures. In such cases, the
CHAMPUS/TRICARE amount payable
is limited to the amount that would
have been paid if the beneficiary had
received care covered by the Medicare
Advantage plan. If the TRICARE-Medicare beneficiary enrolls in a MA–PD
drug plan, it generally will be governed
by Medicare Part C, although plans
that offer a prescription drug benefit
must comply with Medicare Part D
rules. The beneficiary has to pay the
plan’s monthly premiums and obtain
all medical care and prescription drugs
through the Medicare Advantage plan
before seeking CHAMPUS/TRICARE
payment. CHAMPUS/TRICARE payment for such beneficiaries may not exceed that which would be payable for a
beneficiary
under
paragraph
(d)(1)(iii)(C) of this section.
(vii) Effect of other double coverage
plans,
including
medigap
plans.
CHAMPUS is second payer to other
third-party payers of health insurance,
including
Medicare
supplemental
plans.
(viii) Effect of employer-provided insurance. In the case of individuals with
health insurance due to their current
employment status, the employer insurance plan shall be first payer, Medicare shall be the second payer, and
CHAMPUS shall be the tertiary payer.
(2) CHAMPUS and Medicaid. Medicaid
is not a double coverage plan. In any
double coverage situation involving
Medicaid, CHAMPUS is always the primary payer.
(3) TRICARE and Workers’ Compensation. TRICARE benefits are not payable
for a work-related illness or injury
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that is covered under a workers’ compensation program. Pursuant to paragraph (c)(2) of this section, however,
the Director, TRICARE Management
Activity, or a designee, may authorize
payment of a claim involving a workrelated illness or injury covered under
a workers’ compensation program in
advance of adjudication and payment
of the workers’ compensation claim
and then recover, under § 199.12, the
TRICARE costs of health care incurred
on behalf of the covered beneficiary.
(4) Extended Care Health Option
(ECHO). For those services or supplies
that require use of public facilities, an
ECHO eligible beneficiary (or sponsor
or guardian acting on behalf of the beneficiary) does not have the option of
waiving the full use of public facilities
which are determined by the Director,
TRICARE Management Activity or
designee to be available and adequate
to meet a disability related need for
which an ECHO benefit was requested.
Benefits eligible for payment under a
state plan for medical assistance under
Title XIX of the Social Security Act
(Medicaid) are never considered to be
available in the adjudication of ECHO
benefits.
(5) Primary payer. The requirements
of paragraph (d)(4) of this section notwithstanding, TRICARE is primary
payer for services and items that are
provided in accordance with the Individualized Family Service Plan as required by Part C of the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act and
that are medically or psychologically
necessary and otherwise allowable
under the TRICARE Basic Program or
the Extended Care Health Option.
(6) Prohibition against financial and
other incentives not to enroll in a group
health plan—(i) General rule. Under 10
U.S.C. 1097c, an employer or other entity
is
prohibited
from
offering
TRICARE beneficiaries financial or
other benefits as incentives not to enroll in, or to terminate enrollment in,
a group health plan that is or would be
primary to TRICARE. This prohibition
applies in the same manner as section
1862(b)(3)(C) of the Social Security Act
applies to incentives for a Medicare-eligible employee not to enroll in a group
health plan that is or would be primary
to Medicare.

(ii) Application of general rule. The
prohibition in paragraph (d)(6)(i) of
this section precludes offering to
TRICARE beneficiaries an alternative
to the employer primary plan unless:
(A) The beneficiary has primary coverage other than TRICARE; or
(B) The benefit is offered under a cafeteria plan under section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code and is offered to
all similarly situated employees, including non-TRICARE eligible employees; or
(C) The benefit is offered under a cafeteria plan under section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code and, although offered only to TRICARE-eligible employees, the employer does not provide
any payment for the benefit nor receive any direct or indirect consideration or compensation for offering the
benefit; the employer’s only involvement is providing the administrative
support for the benefits under the cafeteria plan, and the employee’s participation in the plan is completely voluntary.
(iii) Documentation. In the case of a
benefit
excluded
by
paragraph
(d)(6)(ii)(C) of this section from the
prohibition in paragraph (d)(6)(i) of
this section, the exclusion is dependent
on the employer maintaining in the
employer’s files a certification signed
by the employer that the conditions
described in paragraph (d)(6)(ii)(C) of
this section are met, and, upon request
of the Department of Defense, providing a copy of that certification to
the Department of Defense.
(iv) Remedies and penalties. (A) Remedies for violation of this paragraph
(d)(6) include but are not limited to
remedies under the Federal Claims Collection Act, 31 U.S.C. 3701 et seq.
(B) Penalties for violation of this
paragraph (d)(6) include a civil monetary penalty of up to $5,000 for each
violation. The provisions of section
1128A of the Social Security Act, 42
U.S.C. 1320a–7a, (other than subsections
(a) and (b)) apply to the civil monetary
penalty in the same manner as the provisions apply to a penalty or proceeding under section 1128A.
(v) Definitions. For the purposes of
this paragraph (d)(6):
(A) The term ‘‘employer’’ includes any
State or unit of local government and
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any employer that employs at least 20
employees.
(B) The term ‘‘group health plan’’
means a group health plan as that term
is defined in section 5000(b)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 without regard to section 5000(d) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986.
(C) The term ‘‘similarly situated’’
means sharing common attributes,
such as part-time employees, or other
bona fide employment-based classifications consistent with the employer’s
usual business practice. (Internal Revenue Service regulations at 26 CFR
54.9802–1(d) may be used as a reference
for this purpose). However, in no event
shall eligibility for or entitlement to
TRICARE (or ineligibility or non-entitlement to TRICARE) be considered a
bona fide employment-based classification.
(D) The term ‘‘TRICARE-eligible employee’’ means a covered beneficiary
under section 1086 of title 10, United
States Code, Chapter 55, entitled to
health
care
benefits
under
the
TRICARE program.
(vi) Procedures. The Departments of
Defense and Health and Human Services are authorized to enter into agreements to further carry out this section.
(e) Implementing instructions. The Director, OCHAMPUS, or a designee,
shall issue such instructions, procedures, or guidelines, as necessary, to
implement the intent of this section.
[51 FR 24008, July 1, 1986, as amended at 62
FR 35097, June 30, 1997; 62 FR 54384, Oct. 20,
1997; 63 FR 59232, Nov. 3, 1998; 64 FR 46141,
Aug. 24, 1999; 66 FR 40607, Aug. 3, 2001; 67 FR
18827, Apr. 17, 2002; 68 FR 6618, Feb. 10, 2003;
68 FR 23032, Apr. 30, 2003; 68 FR 32361, May 30,
2003; 69 FR 51569, Aug. 20, 2004; 74 FR 55775,
Oct. 29, 2009; 75 FR 18054, Apr. 9, 2010]

§ 199.9 Administrative remedies for
fraud, abuse, and conflict of interest.
(a) General. (1) This section sets forth
provisions for invoking administrative
remedies under CHAMPUS in situations involving fraud, abuse, or conflict
of interest. The remedies impact institutional providers, professional providers, and beneficiaries (including parents, guardians, or other representatives of beneficiaries), and cover situations involving criminal fraud, civil
fraud, administrative determinations

of conflicts of interest or dual compensation, and administrative determinations of fraud or abuse. The administrative actions, remedies, and
procedures may differ based upon
whether the initial findings were made
by a court of law, another agency, or
the Director, OCHAMPUS (or designee).
(2) This section also sets forth provisions for invoking administrative remedies in situations requiring administrative action to enforce provisions of
law, regulation, and policy in the administration of CHAMPUS and to ensure quality of care for CHAMPUS
beneficiaries. Examples of such situations may include a case in which it is
discovered that a provider fails to meet
requirements under this part to be an
authorized CHAMPUS provider; a case
in which the provider ceases to be
qualified as a CHAMPUS provider because of suspension or revocation of
the provider’s license by a local licensing authority; or a case in which a provider meets the minimum requirements under this part but, nonetheless,
it is determined that it is in the best
interest
of
the
CHAMPUS
or
CHAMPUS beneficiaries that the provider should not be an authorized
CHAMPUS provider.
(3) The administrative remedies set
forth in this section are in addition to,
and not in lieu of, any other remedies
or sanctions authorized by law or regulation. For example, administrative action under this section may be taken in
a particular case even if the same case
will be or has been processed under the
administrative procedures established
by the Department of Defense to implement the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act.
(4) Providers seeking payment from
the Federal Government through programs such as CHAMPUS have a duty
to familiarize themselves with, and
comply with, the program requirements.
(5) CHAMPUS contractors and peer
review organizations have a responsibility to apply provisions of this regulation in the discharge of their duties,
and to report all known situations involving fraud, abuse, or conflict of interest. Failure to report known situations involving fraud, abuse, or conflict
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